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Motivation
Natural nanomachines Artificial nanomachines
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From: Cheng, McGonigal, Stoddart
Astumian, ACS Nano 9 , 8672 (2015)

From:  Toyabe, Mineyuki, 
New J. Phys. 17 , 015008 (2015)

nearly  100% 
thermodynamic
efficiency at 50 Hz



Significance?



Example from: Robert et al., PLoS ONE 5, e10046 (2010)

Occurrence of subdiffusion in living cells
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Major theory questions

Isothermal engines operating cyclically in highly dissipative
environments. Need a free energy source. Do something useful 
(e.g. pump ions against electrochemical gradients or do 
mechanical work)
Terrell L. Hill, Free energy transduction and biochemical cycle kinetics, 1989
Stochastic thermodynamics

• Can they operate at nearly 100% thermodynamic efficiency?

• Can efficiency at maximum power exceed 50%?

• Do we need to minimize friction? Or how can molecular 
machines operate highly efficiently in viscoelastic cytosol?

Defeating some common fallacies…



Simplest model

Cyclic operation             periodic potential
Input energy                   free energy bias

Catalytic wheel, 
Wyman, PNAS, 1975



friction
periodic force

driving force load

thermal noise (“stochastic lubricant”)
provides energy to overcome barriers

fluctuation-dissipation relation

Fluctuation-dissipation theorem: at thermal equilibrium

Input energy

Useful work

Energy balance

Thermodynamic efficiency
can be nearly 100% 

Net heat exchange = frictional loss - thermal noise gain

for arbitrary strong friction 



Efficiency at maximum power
trivial example:

100% efficiency at zero power (infinitesimally slow)

Efficiency at maximum power? 

Long-living fallacy: 
efficiency at maximum power cannot exceed 50%
generally…



Nonlinear stochastic dynamics

R.L. Stratonovich, Radiotekh. Elektron. 3, 497 (1958, in a very different context)



96% at
maximum
power

Nonlinearity can increase efficiency at
maximum power up to 100%

Low efficiency for reverse operation

ratchet potential From: Beilstein J. Nanotechnol. 7, 328–350 (2016)



Discrete state models

The same result as by U. Seifert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 020601 (2011), and
Ch. Van den Broeck, N. Kumar, K. Lindenberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 210602 (2012)

asymmetry is important!



Simplest model of quantum pump

Toy model for electron-driven proton pump (like cytochrome c oxidase)

in perturbative regime

From: Beilstein J. Nanotechnol. 7, 328–350 (2016)



cannot be smaller than 50%!



Simplest model of anomalous motor

In the potential-free case: 

Fractional turnover velocity

Notion of power is replaced by sub-power. However, thermodynamic efficiency

is the same . It can reach 100%. Optimal operation at maximum sub-
power at , with thermodynamic efficiency of 50%.

Kubo-Zwanzig Generalized Langevin Equation. Here, fractional GLE

Phys. Rev. E 80, 046125 (2009), Adv. Chem. Phys. 150, 187 (2012) imply that
these results are universally valid for any static potential, asymptotically

Caputo fractional derivative



Flashing ratchet model for transport of

subdiffusing cargos

Physical Biology  12, 016013 (2015)

Generalization of model by Astumian & Bier, 1996, 
Jülicher, Ajdari & Prost, 1997, to include transport of 
subdiffusing cargo on FENE tether

Can transport by motors be 
normal?

Goychuk, Kharchenko , Metzler (2014) How Molecular Motors Work in the Crowded Environment of Living Cells: Co-
existence and Efficiency of Normal and Anomalous Transport. PLoS ONE 9(3): e91700, also Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 16: 16524

T.L. Hill +



allostery seen in x-dependence (“information ratchets”, a hype wording)

viscoelastic fractional memory kernel, fractional GLE

Physical Biology  12, 016013 (2015)



perfect ratchet



anomalous transport
anomalous kinetics

Mechano-chemical coupling can introduce anomalously slow enzyme
turnovers, no turnover rate. Yet fast operation, in absolute terms! 

From: Physical Biology  12, 016013 (2015)

Large cargo:



⁄⁄

⁄⁄



Summary

• Molecular machines can operate at nearly 100% 
thermodynamic efficiency in highly dissipative 
environments, even ones causing subdiffusion (cytosol)

• Efficiency at maximum power can exceed 50%, 
nonlinearity is vitally important

• Frictionless motors can have zero efficiency, be futile

• Design is crucial (alosteric interactions are important)
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see in: Beilstein J. Nanotechnol. 7, 328–350 (2016)
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